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Assessment:

The strength of this source gives us information on how it started to uprise. Alen gives us information on how tough it is to get into the us now compared to previous years. The details he goes on about the technology that is being used to make sure documented people only come threw the borders. The topics the source addresses are the reductions of the immigration numbers and how the border officers have been stricter. An important note Oboma is trying to create a temporary work sites for immigrant workers, which seems a lot like the Bracero Program.

Topic: Immigration and Border Control

Mexico had a big economic fall and that led to more migrants to come to the US. Legal immigration started in 1970’s with the Nationality Act of 1990. Immigrants started to noticed how harder it was getting to cross the border; that they would bring their wife and kids with them. They would have low skill jobs at a minimal wage pay. It was noted that a lot of the immigrants were young Mexicans. (Alen112).

Both the Democrat and Republican party have increased the Border patrol. They have
now increased the number of workers from three-thousand to twenty-one-thousand workers and moved the fence to seven-hundred miles. The government have restore the visa system and have been overviewing them a lot to see which new people can come over with whatever reason from studying or just visiting family. (Alen 107).

The Obama administration and Congress are working on making the border stricter and trying to reduce the entry of immigrants. It is now harder then ever “In American History” to try to enter the United States. The border officers now has high technology to make sure no terrorist or immigrants get in. They have sensor cameras, lasers, and other scanning equipment that travelers have to go threw. There has been an increase of funding the border, it is now more expensive and harder to enter. Since all the new equipment has been done the number of immigrants have dropped. Obama however, is also trying to crate a temporary work program (like the Bracero Program). (Alen 108).